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An investigation of the etching characteristics and mechanism for both Si and SiO2 in CF4 /C4 F8 /Ar
inductively coupled plasmas under a constant gas pressure (4 mTorr), total gas flow rate (40 sccm),
input power (800 W), and bias power (150 W) was performed. It was found that the variations in
the CF4 /C4 F8 mixing ratio in the range of 0–50% at a constant Ar fraction of 50% resulted in slightly
non-monotonic Si and SiO2 etching rates in CF4 -rich plasmas and greatly decreasing etching rates
in C4 F8 -rich plasmas. The zero-dimensional plasma model, Langmuir probe diagnostics, and optical
emission spectroscopy
provided
information
regarding
formation-decay
kinetics for the plasma
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active species, alongIP:
with
their
densities
and
fluxes.
The
model-based
analysis
115.145.196.100 On: Tue, 05 Jan 2016 05:11:13 of the etching kinetics indicated that the non-monotonic
ratesScientific
were caused
not by the similar behavior of the
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fluorine atom density but rather by the opposite changes of the fluorine atom flux and ion energy
flux. It was also determined that the great decrease in both the Si and SiO2 etching rates during
the transition from the CF4 /Ar to C4 F8 /Ar gas system was due to the deposition of the fluorocarbon
polymer film.

Keywords: CF4 and C4 F8 -Based Plasmas, Si and SiO2 Etching Rates, Etching Selectivity,
Plasma Diagnostics, Plasma Modeling, Etching Mechanism.

1. INTRODUCTION
Silicon (Si) and silicon dioxide (SiO2  have played leading
rolesin advanced electronic device technology over the last
30–40 years. Originally used as a gate dielectric, SiO2 has
lost importance in the field because of high-k materials
providing both lower dimensions and better characteristics
for field-effect transistors.1 2
Similarly to the conventional electronic device technology, thefabrication of nano-devices employs fluorine-based
plasma chemistries, particularly fluorocarbon (FC) gases,
for the patterning of both Si and SiO2 . According to several published works (for example, Refs. [3–13]), the basic
features of the Si and SiO2 etching mechanisms in the
FC-containing plasmas can be summarized as follows:
(1) The dominant role in the chemical etching pathway
for both Si and SiO2 belongs to F atoms. The dissociative
adsorption of CFx≤3 radicals on the Si and SiO2 does not
∗
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occur.9–11 The chemical effect of the adsorbed CFx≤3 radicals due to their ion-assisted dissociation on the surface
can be neglected.3–5
(2) Both Si and SiO2 exhibit a very weak spontaneous reaction with F atoms3–5 and demonstrate a
sufficient etching rate enhancement in the presence
of ion bombardment.6–8 Typically, the etching process
requires ion bombardment with the energies greater than
150–200 eV in order to sputter the low volatile fluorinated layer. In this case, the etching process occurs in the
reaction-rate-limited etching regime, and the etching rate
follows the behavior of the F atom density.4 5 8–10
Among the fluorocarbon gases used for the dry etching of Si and SiO2 , our attention was largely directed
toward CF4 - and C4 F8 -based plasmas. In particular, the
use of C4 F8 -based plasmas yields some advantages for
the nano-device processing, including a high selectivity.
Unfortunately, in the nano-sized patterns, the etching stop
1533-4880/2015/15/8340/008
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phenomenon often occurs at high mixing ratios of the
The precursor gases were SiH4 and O2 , with flow rates of
160 and 260 sccm, respectively. The process temperature
C4 F8 gas. The mechanism of the etching stop generated
was 425  C, and the total gas pressure was 160 mTorr. The
while etching the nano-patterns was not clearly explained
final thickness of the LTO films was ∼500 nm.
until now.
Both etching and plasma diagnostics experiments were
The results of numerous existing studies (for example,
performed in a planar inductively coupled plasma (ICP)
Refs. [4, 6, 14–23]) allow the formulation of the main
reactor. The reactor had a cylindrical (r = 16 cm) champroperties of these two systems, which are important for
ber made of anodized aluminum and a 5-turn copper coil
dry-etching applications:
located above a 10-mm horizontal quartz window. The coil
(1) Under the conditions of a low-pressure (p < 50 mTorr)
was connected to a 13.56-MHz power supply. The disgas discharge plasma, the densities of F atoms in pure
tance l between the window and the bottom electrode,
CF4 and C4 F8 gas systems are very similar.24 At low input
used as a substrate holder, was 12.8 cm. The bottom elecpowers (W < 500 W), a slightly higher F atom density has
trode was connected to a 12.56-MHz power supply to
been measured in the CF4 plasma, whereas at high power
maintain a negative DC bias voltage −Udc . The tem(W > 1000 W), the opposite occurs.
perature of the bottom electrode was stabilized at 17  C
(2) The C4 F8 is more polymerizing than CF4 because of
25
using a water-flow cooling system. The etched samples,
its lower F/C ratio. From Refs. [26–28], one can propose
∼ 2 × 2 cm2 in size, were placed at the center of the botthat the greater polymerizing effect of C4 F8 is connected
tom electrode. The etched depths were measured using
with the higher CF and CF2 radical densities. It was also
a surface profiler (Alpha-step 500, Tencor). For this purfound that the dilution of C4 F8 by approximately 40–50%
pose, we developed the line striping of the photo resist
Ar shifts the dominant surface process pathway from poly3 13 29
(PR) (AZ1512, positive) with a line width/spacing ratio
merization to etching.
of 2 m/2 m. To investigate the accuracy of the pattern
When analyzing the existing work, one concludes that
transfer, we also etched the samples with the regular holethe etching characteristics and mechanisms for both Si
type (350 nm in diameter) PR pattern. In both cases, the
and SiO2 in non-oxygenated gas systems are well-studied
initial thickness of the PR layer was ∼1.5 m.
only for binary CF4 /Ar and C4 F8 /Ar gas systems. HowThe plasma parameters were measured using a douever, modern plasma etching technology involves gas mixble
Langmuir probe (LP) (DLP2000, Plasmart Inc.). The
tures with three or more
components,
e.g., CF4 /CTechnology
4 F8 /Ar.
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sidewall
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reactor
chamber,
5.7 cm above the botways for the changes in the gas mixing
ratios in
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electrode,
and
centered
in
a
radial direction. The
to obtain the optimal process conditions. For example,
treatment
of
the
current–voltage
(I
–V
) curves aimed at
one can fix the fraction of Ar and change only the
obtaining
the
electron
temperature
T

e and ion saturated
ratio between CF4 and C4 F8 . It is clear that, because the
current
density
J

was
performed
using software pro+
composition of the feed gas is different from that of a
vided
by
the
equipment
manufacturer.
The calculations
simple CF4 /Ar or C4 F8 /Ar mixture, some principal differwere
based
on
Johnson
&
Malter’s
double
probe theory17
ences in the plasma parameters and densities of plasma
with the one-Maxwellian approximation for the electron
active species—and therefore in the Si and SiO2 etching
energy distribution function (EEDF). In order to obtain the
mechanism—can occur. Thus, the relationships among the
total positive ion density n+  from the measured J+ , we
plasma parameters, plasma composition, and Si and SiO2
used Allen-Boyd-Reynolds’
(ABR) approximation J+ 
etching mechanism for the three-component CF4 /C4 F8 /Ar

061en+v,18 where v ≈ eTe /me is the ion Bohm velocity.
gas mixture require further investigation.
The effective ion mass, mi , was evaluated using Blank’s
The main goal of this work was to investigate how the
law, assuming yi ∼ kiz y, where yi is the mole fraction of
change in the CF4 /C4 F8 mixing ratio at a constant Ar fraceach ion inside n+  kiz , is the ionization rate coefficient,
tion in the CF4 /C4 F8 /Ar gas mixture and the change in
and y is the mole fraction of the corresponding neutral
the gas pressure influence the etching characteristics of Si
particle. In order to ensure that the LP results were not
and LPCVD-formed SiO2 through changes in the plasma
affected by the formation of the FC polymer film on the
parameters and plasma composition. Also, we attempted
tip surface, we conducted a set of preliminary experiments,
the model-based analysis of the SiO2 etching mechanisms
where the I –V curves were recorded continuously in both
to elucidate the behavior of the etching rate in order to
50% CF4 + 50% Ar and 50% C4 F8 + 50% Ar plasmas
create a basis for further process optimization.
with fixed operating parameters. It was found that the differences between the results of such measurements did
2. EXPERIMENTAL AND MODELING
not exceed the standard experimental error for a period
DETAILS
of at least 10 min after the plasma was turned on. Also,
2.1. Experimental Setup and Plasma Diagnostics
throughout the main experimental procedure, the probe
The SiO2 films were deposited on Si(100) substrates using
was cleaned in 50% Ar+ 50% O2 plasma before and after
the LPCVD technique inan E1550HT diffusion furnace.
each measurement.
J. Nanosci. Nanotechnol. 15, 8340–8347, 2015
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Table I. Reduced reaction set for the modeling of neutral species chemThe behaviors of the densities of the plasma active
istry in CF4 /C4 F8 /Ar plasmas.
species were controlled by optical emission spectroscopy
(OES) through F 703.7-nm, CF2 265.2-nm, CF3 610.8-nm,
Rate coefficient [cm3 /s]
and C 392.1-nm emission maximums. For this purpose, we
Process
th [eV]
A
B
C
used the grating monochromator (AvaSpec-3648, JinYoung
R1 C4 F8 +e = 2C2 F4 +e
2.16
871 × 10−8 0.042 8.572
Tech) with a wavelength scope of 200–800 nm. In order to
F
+
e
=
C
F
+
CF
+
e
3.25
871 × 10−8 0.042 8.572
R2
C
4 8
3 6
2
minimize the distortion of these results by the changes in
107 × 10−8 0.23
7.451
R3 C3 F6 + e = C2 F4 + CF2 + e 4.53
the plasma parameters, the relative I /IAr emission inten3.06
132 × 10−8 0.412 6.329
R4 C2 F4 + e = 2CF2 + e
sities were determined. The reference argon line was Ar
15.57
303 × 10−9 0.874 16.41
R5 C2 F4 + e = C2 F+3 + F + 2e
750.4 nm.
3.06
330 × 10−8 0.412 6.329
R6 C2 F3 + e = CF2 + CF + e
5.60
138 × 10−8 0
16
R7 CF4 + e = CF3 + F + e
Images of the original and etched surfaces were
+
e
=
CF
+
2F
+
e
9.50
222
× 10−10 0.99
14.77
R8
CF
4
2
obtained by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (Philips
15.9
936 × 10−8 0
20.4
R9 CF4 + e = CF+3 + F + 2e
XL30SFEG).
23.10
979 × 10−10 0.94
34.67
R10 CF4 + e = CF3 + F+ + 2e
The experiments were performed under a fixed total gas
3.80
648 × 10−8 −0959 11.25
R11 CF3 + e = CF2 + F + e
flow rate (q = 40 sccm), gas pressure (p = 4 mTorr), bias
5.40
811 × 10−9 0.386 8.739
R12 CF2 + e = CF + F + e
11.00
139 × 10−8 −1164 49.87
R13 CF2 + e = C + 2F + e
power (Wdc = 150 W), and input power (Winp = 800 W).
R14 CF + e = C + F + e
5.60
163 × 10−8 −0002 13.05

The last value corresponds to the input power density W =
4.34
108 × 10−8 −0296 4.464
R15 F2 + e = 2F + e
Winp /r 2 l of 0.8 W/cm3 . The initial compositions of the
100 × 10−1
R16 C2 F3 + F = C2 F4
CF4 /C4 F8 /Ar mixtures were set by adjusting the flow rates
R17 C2 F4 + F = CF2 + CF3
398 × 10−11
R18 C2 F4 + C = C2 F3 + CF
100 × 10−10
of the corresponding gases. In these experiments, the Ar
R19 F2 + CF3 = CF4 + F
631 × 10−14
flow rate qAr was fixed at 20 sccm, whereas the CF4 and
R20 F2 + CF2 = CF3 +F
794 × 10−14
C4 F8 were mixed at various ratios within qCF4 + qC4 F8 =
R21 F2 + CF = CF2 + F
398 × 10−12
20 sccm. Accordingly, the fraction of Ar in the initial gas
R22 CF3 + F = CF4
100 × 10−12
mixture yAr = qAr /q was always 0.5, and the remainder
R23 CF2 + F = CF3
417 × 10−13
R24 2CF2 = C2 F4
501 × 10−14
was represented by the different amounts of CF4 and C4 F8 .
R25 CF2 + CF = C2 F3
100 × 10−12
The variation in C4 F8 content in a feed gas in the range
R26 CF + F = CF2
501 × 10−15
of 0–50% correspondedDelivered
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betweenTechnology
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R27 F= F(s) + CF3 = CF4
f  , = 005
and C4 F8 /Ar gas systems.
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CF3
+ CF2 =
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+ CF = CF2
+ F = F2
2.2. Plasma Modeling
+ C = CF
To obtain the densities of the active species, we devel+ C2 F3 = C2 F4
oped a simplified zero-dimensional model using the
R28 C2 F3 = C2 F3 (s) + F = C2 F4 f  , = 005
experimental results of Te and n+ directly as input
f  , = 005
R29 CF3 = CF3 (s) + F = CF4
+ CF = C2 F4
parameters.18 20 30 31 The list of processes included in
+ C = C2 F3
the model is presented in Table I. The steady-state
R30 CF2 = CF2 (s) + F = CF3
f  , = 01
(dn/dt = 0) densities for each type of plasma species were
+ CF2 = C2 F4
determined using the system of chemical kinetics equa+ CF = C2 F3
tions in the general form of RF −RD = ks +1/R n, where
R31 CF = CF(s) + F = CF2
f  , = 01
+ CF2 = C2 F3
RF and RD are the volume-averaged formation and decay
+ CF3 = C2 F4
rates in bulk plasma for a given type of species, n is their
R32 C = C(s) + F = CF
f  , = 1
density, kS is the first-order heterogeneous decay rate coef+ CF3 = C2 F3
2
ficient, and R = r lp/q is the residence time. According
R33 CF+3 = CF3
v/dc , where

to published studies of the plasma chemistry in CF4 and
v ≈ eTe /mi
R34 F+ = F
R35 C2 F+3 = C2 F3
dc = 05rl/rhl + lhr 
C4 F8 gases, as well as in their mixtures with Ar,14–23 we
accepted the following assumptions:
—The electron energy distribution function (EEDF) is
—For the given process conditions, the electronegativity of
close to the Maxwellian one. The applicability of
both gas systems is sufficiently low to assume that n_ 
Maxwellian EEDFs for the description of the electronne ≈ n+ , where n_ is the total negative ion density, and ne
impact kinetics for both CF4 -based and C4 F8 -basedlowis the electron density. Particularly, our previous work20
pressure (p < 50 mTorr) ICPs follows from the reasonable
reported n_ne ∼ 01 for a 50% CF4 + 50% Ar gas mixture
agreement between the diagnostic results and theoretical
at p = 15 mTorr and W  = 08 W/cm3 . Furthermore, Rauf
modeling.19–21 26 32 Accordingly, the rate coefficients for
and Ventzek23 found n_ne ∼ 003 for 50% C4 F8 + 50%
electron impact reactions (R1–R15) were calculated as
Ar ICP at p = 10 mTorr and W  = 06 W/cm3 . Because
functions of Te using fitting expressions in the form of
B
14 27 32
these values relate to higher pressures and/or lower power
k = ATe exp−C/Te .
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Si etching rate [nm/min]

Si/PR etching selectivity

SiO2 etching rate [nm/min]

SiO2/PR etching selectivity

1
densities than those used in the present study, we can
70
assume n_/ne < 01 with confidence.
—The heterogeneous chemistry of all unsaturated species
60
(C2 F3 , CF3 , CF2 , CF, F, and C) can be described with
respect to the conventional first-order recombination kinet50
ics with the same sticking probabilities   for CF4 -rich
and C4 F8 -rich plasmas. The latter were obtained from
40
Refs. [14, 20]. The rate coefficients for the heterogeneous
loss of atoms and radicals R64–R70 were calculated as
ks =  2 /D + 2r/ vT  −1 , where D is the effective
30
a)
0.1
diffusion coefficient,33 −2 = 2405/r2 + /l2 is the
33
1/2
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
diffusion length, and T = 8kB T /m . All reaction
C4F8 fraction in CF4/C4F8/Ar
pathways between the adsorbed (marked by the “s” index)
and gaseous species inside R27R33 were assumed to have
1
equal probabilities of occurrence.
40
—The temperature of the neutral ground-state species
T  is independent of the feed-gas composition.18 20 We
assumed T = 600 K as the typical value for close
30
ranges of p and W  in ICP etching reactors with similar
geometry.14 18 20 Accordingly, the reactions R16–R26 can
be characterized by constant rate coefficients, which are
20
available from the NIST chemical kinetics database.34
—The rate coefficients for the heterogeneous loss of ions
(R34, R35) can be calculated as ks = /dc , where dc =
b)
0.1
10
05rl/rhl + lhr . The correction factors for axial hl  and
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
radial hr  sheath sizes are given by the low-pressure difC4F8 fraction in CF4/C4F8/Ar
fusion theory.33
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gas mixture at p = 4 mTorr, W = 700 W, and W = 200 W.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Etching Rate and Selectivity
Figure 1 shows that an increase in the C4 F8 fraction in a
feed gas under constant process conditions results in quite
similar weakly non-monotonic changes in both the Si and
SiO2 etching rates. In both cases, the maximum etching
rates (42 nm/min for Si and 67 nm/min for SiO2  are
obtained ina 38% CF4 + 12% C4 F8 + 50% Ar gas mixture.
Particularly, the maximum etching rate of Si is ∼1.3 times
higher than that in the CF4 /Ar gas system (∼32 nm/min)
and exceeds the etching rate in the C4 F8 /Ar gas system
(∼13 nm/min) by a factor of ∼3.3. The maximum etching rate of silicon dioxide is ∼1.2 times larger than the
value for CF4 /Ar plasma (∼57 nm/min) and exceeds the
etching rate in C4 F8 /Ar plasma (∼29 nm/min) by a factor of 2.3. The etching rate of the PR exhibits a similar
non-monotonic dependence on the feed gas composition,
so that both the Si/PR and SiO2 /PR etching selectivities
have no principal changes during the transition between
the CF4 /Ar and C4 F8 /Ar gas systems. Figure 1 indicates
that as the fraction of C4 F8 in the CF4 /C4 F8 /Ar gas mixture
increases in the range of 0–50%, the Si/PR etching selectivity can be characterized by a constant average value of
0.19, while the SiO2 /PR etching selectivity exhibits a weak
increase from 0.29–0.37.
The similar behaviors of the etching rates for Si, SiO2 ,
and PR as functions of the C4 F8 fraction in CF4 /C4 F8 /Ar
J. Nanosci. Nanotechnol. 15, 8340–8347, 2015

dc

gas mixtures allow one to assume the similar limiting stages—and thus, the similar types of plasma active
species—responsible for the etching process. Therefore, in
order to understand the peculiarities of both the Si and
SiO2 etching mechanisms in the given gas system, at least
two principal questions must be answered:
(1) Why do the Si and SiO2 etching rates change nonmonotonically as the C4 F8 fraction increases in a feed gas?
and
(2) Why does the transition between CF4 /Ar and C4 F8 /Ar
gas systems result in greatly decreasing Si and SiO2 etching rates?
We contend that one must consider several reasons to
explain these phenomena. The first is the corresponding
changes in the flux of chemically active neutrals (in our
case, F atoms). Notethat this reason serves as the main
explanation for the non-monotonic Si and SiO2 etching
rates in the CF4 /O2 gas system.14 15 The second is the
change in the reaction probability, which, for an ionassisted chemical reaction with a formation of low or
moderately volatile reaction products, may be sensitive
to the ion energy flux through the fraction of the surface acceptable for chemical reaction.35–37 The third reason is the change in the fluorocarbon polymer deposition
8343
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and/or decomposition rate. For these reasons, data regarding plasma parameters and composition are needed.
3.2. CF4 /C4 F8 /Ar Plasma Parameters and
Composition
In order to obtain data about plasma parameters and densities and the fluxes of active species, we used a combination
of plasma diagnostics and modeling. Figure 2 indicates
the results of plasma diagnostics by Langmuir probes. The
data of Figure 2(a) indicate that the transition from CF4 rich to C4 F8 -rich plasma results in an increase in Te in
the range of 3.5–4.3 eV. This effect is probably related to
the decrease in the electron energy loss for the electronic
excitation and ionization of the dominant neutral species.
It can also be observed that an increase in the C4 F8 content in the CF4 /C4 F8 /Ar gas mixture increases the values
of n+ and J+ . Particularly, as the composition of the feed
gas changes from CF4 /Ar to C4 F8 /Ar, the total density
of positive ions (and thus, the electron density assuming
n+ ≈ ne ) increases from 29 × 1010 to 40 × 1010 cm−3
(Fig. 2(a)), which corresponds to J+ = 073−117 mA/cm2
(Fig. 2(b)). We contend that the behaviors of n+ and J+
with respect to the C4 F8 content in the CF4 /C4 F8 /Ar gas
mixture are caused by a combination of two phenomena.

Firstly, because the transition from CF4 -rich to C4 F8 -rich
plasma results in an increase in Te , it accelerates the total
ionization rate through the increasing ionization rate coefficients for all types of neutral species. The high sensitivity of the ionization rate coefficients to Te is determined
by the condition of iz ≈ 12–15 eV > (3/2) Te , where
iz is the threshold energy for ionization, and (3/2) Te is
the mean electron energy.14 27 Secondly, considering the
repeatedly mentioned fact that the electronegativity of the
C4 F8 plasma is lower than that for CF4 one under identical
operating conditions,18–21 the substitution of CF4 for C4 F8
in the CF4 /C4 F8 /Ar gas mixture leads to decreasing decay
rates for both positive ions and electrons through ion–ion
recombination and dissociative attachment, respectively.
Figure 3 illustrates the influence of the C4 F8 content
in the CF4 /C4 F8 /Ar gas mixture on the densities of the
neutral species. The behaviors of the reduced emission
intensities shown in Figure 3(a) indicate that the transition from the CF4 /Ar to C4 F8 /Ar gas system causes an
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Figure 2. Measured plasma parameters as functions of C4 F8 fraction in
CF4 /C4 F8 /Ar gas mixture. (a) Electron temperature and total positive ion
density; (b) ion current density and negative DC bias voltage. Process
conditions correspond to Figure 1.
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Figure 3. Measured I /IAr ratios (a) and model-predicted densities of
neutral species (b) as functions of C4 F8 fraction in CF4 /C4 F8 /Ar gas mixture. Process conditions correspond to Figure 1. Data of Figure. (a) were
calculated using F 703.7-nm, CF2 265.2-nm, CF3 610.8-nm, C 392.1-nm,
and Ar 750.4-nm emission maximums.
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monotonic decrease in nF during the transition from the
increase in the densities of CF3 , CF2 , and C, as well as a
CF4 /Ar to C4 F8 /Ar gas system. This fact agrees well with
decrease in the F atom density. These experimental data
the experimental results reported in Ref. [24] for the lowagree well with the model-predicted densities of neutral
input-power region.
species indicated in Figure 3(b). The differences in the
plasma compositions between the CF4 /Ar and C4 F8 /Ar gas
systems can be explained as follows. The higher densities
3.3. Etching Mechanism Approaches
of C2 F4 and C2 F3 in the C4 F8 -based plasma are related
It is well-known that when a chemically active fluoroto the direct formation of these species in the electron
carbon gas is used for the etching process, the etching
impact process of R1–R3 and R5 with the participation
mechanism is determined by at least three factors: the type
of C4 F8 molecules and their first-step dissociation prodof dominant active species, volatility of reaction products,
ucts. The primary sources of CF3 radicals in both gas sysand deposition of the FC polymer film on the etched surtems are R7 and R10. The rates of R7 are quite similar,
face. For further analysis, let us first account for the simwhereas R10 is noticeably faster in the C4 F8 -based plasma.
plest situation, with the following assumptions:
This is because the rate coefficient of the high-threshold
—The main chemically active species in both gas sysR10 is very sensitive to differences in Te , as indicated by
tems are the F atoms. The spontaneous chemical reaction
Figure 2(a). Another important issue is that the CF3 formaof the F atoms with Si at nearly room temperatures is
tion rate in the C4 F8 -based plasma is significantly affected
possible but limited by the desorption of the low-volatile
by R17, R23, and R30 because of the far higher densities
fluorinated layer.3–5 33 The spontaneous chemical reaction
of C2 F4 and CF2 , respectively. As a result, the nCF3 value
in the F/SiO2 system can be ignored because the Si–O
in the C4 F8 /Ar plasma exceeds that in the CF4 /Ar plasbond (∼799.6 kJ/mol) is far stronger than the Si–F one
(∼552.7 kJ/mol).38 The fact that the SiO2 etching promaby almost 4 times. Considering the differences in nCF2
cess is not limited by the ion-induced Si–O bond breaking
and nCF , this situation is sufficiently clear. Even assumunder the given set of process conditions follows from the
ing that in both gas systems CF2 is mainly formed by the
similar etching rate behaviors for Si and SiO2 . Therefore,
same electron impact reactions R4, R6, R8, and R11 from
for both Si and SiO2 , the etching mechanism is assumed to
C2 F4 , C2 F3 , CF4 , and CF3 , the differences in the densibe
the ion-assisted chemical reaction, where the main role
ties of the aforementioned species must be reflected in the
of
the
ion Kyun
bombardment
is the ion-stimulated desorption
corresponding reaction rates
and therefore
in the densities
Delivered
by Publishing
Technology to: Sung
Kwan University
of
the
reaction
products.
IP: the
115.145.196.100
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of the reaction products. However,
C4 F8 -based plasma
Copyright:pathways
American Scientific
Publishers
—The rate
of the chemical etching pathway can be charprovides additional electron-impact generation
35–37
acterized
by
where F ≈ 025nF T is the flux
for CF2 through R2 and R3 as well as higher rates of R17,
R F ,
of
the
F
atoms,
v
is
their
thermal velocity, and R is the
R21, and R26. Therefore, the density of CF2 in the C4 F8 T
reaction
probability.
The
last
parameters can be assumed
based plasma exceeds the corresponding value for the CF4 as
≈
s
1
−
,
where

is the stoichiometric coefbased plasma by almost two orders of magnitude. The gap
R
0
ficient
for
reaction
products
(for
example,  = 025 for
between the CF densities is greater than two orders of
SiF
),
s
is
the
sticking
coefficient
for
F atoms on the clean
magnitude. This is because of the difference in the CF
4
0
surface,
and

is
the
fraction
of
the
fluorinated
surface. For
generation rates in R6 and R12, due to the differences
a
given
composition
of
reaction
products,
is
a constant
in nC2 F3 and nCF2 , respectively. Another specific feature
R
at
a
constant
surface
temperature.
of the C4 F8 -based plasma is the high density of C atoms
—The rate of the physical etching pathway is given by
due to the electron impact dissociations of CF2 (R13) and
Yd + ,35–37 where + ≈ J+ /e is the total flux of positive ions
CF (R14). The combination of far higher values of nCF2 ,
on the etched surface, and Yd is an averaged desorption
nCF , and nC makes the C4 F8 -based plasma a significantly
yield. For the ion bombardment energy i < 500 eV, one
stronger polymerizing system compared with CF4 -based
√
can
assume Yd ∼ mi i .37 Therefore, the rate of the physplasma under the same operating conditions. This fact has
ical etching pathway can be characterized by the parambeen repeatedly confirmed experimentally.26 28
√
eter mi i + (that is, the ion energy flux), where i ≈
Among the numerous neutral species formed in CF4 e −Uf −Udc , and Uf ≈ 05Te lnme /23mi  is the floating
and C4 F8 -based plasmas, F atoms are of primary interpotential.
est for the analysis of the dry-etching process. In CF4 /Ar
plasma, the main source of F atoms is the electron-impact
Figure 2(b) indicates that an increase in the C4 F8 fracdissociations of CF4 (R7, R9) and CF3 (R11), while their
tion in the feed gas is accompanied by increasing tendecay is mainly caused by their heterogeneous recombidencies for Udc and thus for ion bombardment energies
nation in R27–R32. This situation is a “classical” scheme
(i = 140 − 190 eV for 0–50% C4 F8 . Together with
for low-pressure plasmas in many gases.33 In the C4 F8 /Ar
the increasing total flux of positive ions (+ = 451015 –
plasma, the F atoms are mainly formed in R11, R12,
7.31015 cm−2 s−1 for 0–50% C4 F8 , a monotonic increase
√
and R14, and their decay is sufficiently caused by R17.
in mi i + by almost two times toward C4 F8 -rich plasThe increasing rate of the last reaction provides a weak
mas occurs (Fig. 4(a)). In contrast, the flux of F atoms
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1

7.0

ΓF/Γ+ & ΓF/ΓCFx

ΓF, 1016 [cm–2s–1]

5

(Miεi)1/2Γ+, 1017 [eV1/2cm–2s–1]

rates decrease by factors of ∼2.5 and ∼2, respectively.
At the same time, the parameter F loses only 75% of
6.5
its original value. Considering the proposed increase in
4
6.0
R , one expects that the decrease in the etching rates
should be smaller than the decrease in the fluorine atom
3
5.5
flux; however, in practice, we observed the opposite
5.0
2
situation. To avoid such inconsistency, we propose an
4.5
additional pathway influencing R —and thus, the overall
1
etching kinetics—in C4 F8 -rich plasmas. As indicated by
4.0
2
Figure 4(b), the transition from the CF4 /Ar to C4 F8 /Ar
3.5
0
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
gas system is accompanied by a sufficiently—by more
C4F8 fraction in CF4/C4F8/Ar
than one order of magnitude—decreasing ratio between
the fluxes of the chemically active (fluorine atoms) and
(b)
polymerizing (unsaturated CFx≤3 radicals) species. Surely,
1
10
thiscreates favorable conditions for the formation of the
FC polymer film on the etched surface.3 33 SEM images
(Fig. 5) indicate that the etching in the C4 F8 /Ar plasma
1
leads to a sufficiently decreasing hole size, as well as
2
an increase in the surface roughness. Therefore, one can
assume that a great decrease in both the Si and SiO2 etching rates is provided by the formation of the FC polymer
0.1
film, which retards the access of F atoms to the etched
surface and therefore decreases the reaction probability in
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
C4 F8 -rich plasmas.
C4F8 fraction in CF4/C4F8/Ar
We also wish to note that the substitution of CF4 for
C
4 F8 increases the SiO2 /Si etching rate ratio from ∼1.8
Figure 4. Model-predicted parameters characterizing plasma-surface
in
the CF /Ar plasma to ∼2.3 in the C4 F8 /Ar plasma,
interaction kinetics as functions of C4 F8 fraction in CF4 /C4 F8 /Ar gas
Delivered by Publishing Technology to: Sung 4Kyun Kwan University
and
in this parameter occurs when the
mixture. (a): Fluorine atom flux (1) and ion energy flux (2); (b): neuIP: 115.145.196.100 On: Tue, 05the
Janmain
2016growth
05:11:13
tral/charged ratio (1) and chemically active/polymerizing species ratio
Copyright: American Scientific Publishers
(a)

(2). Process conditions correspond to Figure 1.

exhibits a monotonic decrease by 1.7 times following the
density of these species in a gas phase. A comparison
between Figures 1(a) and 4(a) indicates that the nonmonotonic Si and SiO2 etching rates have no direct cor√
relations with both mi i + and + and thus cannot
formally be related to the pure ion-flux-limited or neutralflux-limited etching regimes. Considering the results of
previous studies,3 8–10 33 we suppose the domination of the
neutral-flux-limited etching regime where the weak nonmonotonic effects appear in both cases due to the inconstancy of R . Because an increase in the C4 F8 fraction in a
feed gas causes a decreasing fluorination rate (by decreasing F ) and simultaneously accelerates the ion-stimulated
desorption of reaction products (by increasing + ), this
may result in a decrease in the fraction of the fluorinated
surface  and thus an increase in the reaction probability
s0 1 − . Therefore, the etching rates are non-monotonic
because of the opposite changes of R and F . The possibility of such a phenomenon has been repeatedly mentioned in literature.18 20
Although the aforementioned explanation appears quite
reasonable, it suffers from the quantitative disagreement
between the changes in the etching rates and fluorine
atom flux. As the C4 F8 fraction in the CF4 /C4 F8 /Ar
plasma increases from 0–50%, the Si and SiO2 etching
8346

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5. Influence of C4 F8 fraction in CF4 /C4 F8 /Ar gas mixture on
average hole size produced through 350-nm hole pattern: (a) original PR
pattern, (b) Si etched in 50% CF4 + 50% Ar plasma, and (c) Si etched in
50% C4 F8 + 50% Ar plasma. Process conditions correspond to Figure 1.
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C4 F8 fraction in a feed gas exceeds 35%. Considering the
decrease in F /+ (that is, the neutral/charged ratio) shown
in Figure 4(b), one can formally conclude that the SiO2
etching rate is more sensitive to the ion bombardment. In
the framework of the proposed etching mechanism, this
may be related to the lower stability of the FC polymer
film formed on SiO2 and thus to a higher ion-induced
decomposition rate.
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